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1. Introduction

The present work is a study of a class of stochastic processes in n-dimen-
sional Euclidean space R. Let

X {x(t, o), P}
be a stochastic process in Rn, where

t e [0, 1], o e f2, x(t, o) {x(t, o),..., xn(t, o)},
andP P (dco) is a probability measure defined on some a-algebra-of subsets of
/2. Here it is assumed that the set {o x (t, o) /’} " for any e 0, 1] and any
Borel set /’ R,. We shall be interested only in the case of a process with
continuous trajectories (i.e. such that x(t, co) is a continuous function of
t e [0, 1] for all

Let ’8 be a monotone family of a-algebras from ’, -8 C -t, > s.
The process {(t, o), P) will be called Wiener with respect to :, i[ its traiectories
are continuous, x (0, o O, and

(1.1)

(1.2) EE(#(t, o)-#(s, o)][x(t, o)-x(s, o))/’,]--’(t-s), i, i-- 1, ..., n.

REMARK. From a theorem proved by Ldvy [9, 2], it follows that such a

process has independent increments x(t, o)--x(s, o), normally distributed with
parameters 0, (t--s), i.e. it is a Wiener process in the wide sense. It is easy to
see that an ordinary Wiener process, defined as a continuous process for which
the variables x(tl, o),..., x(t, o) have a common density of distribution

(2z) II
1

1 tX X )2(t{__t{ 1)_1]i-- i--1
i=1 i=1

has properties (1.1) and (1.2) if is taken as the smallest a-algebra containing
the sets {co x(u, o) l/’}, u <: s.

1 E(./,’s) denotes conditional mathematical expectation’ for more details, see [2].

285



286 I.V. Girsanov

In the following we shall include -s in the notation for a Wiener process
and write it as

{e(t, co), P,

where we understand (t, o) to be tile vector

(t, o) {l(t, o),..., n(t, o)).
Let E { (t, o), P, ’,} be a Wiener process. A stochastic process X will be

called an Ito process with respect to relative to the pair qO(t, o), W(t, o), i/
there ezists a matriz

and a vector
W(t, ) {W(t, ),..., W"(t, a)}

such that

(1.3) x(t, ) x(O, )+ #(s, o)d(s, )+ T(s, w)ds,

or coordinatewise,

x,(t,  )ds.

Here we understand the integral with respect to d to be Ito’s stochastic
integral, or more precisely, as its "continuous kernel" (see 2, 3). Sufficient
conditions under which the right-hand side of (1.3) is defined and continuous
for t e _0, 1] are the following _3,
(A0) q(t, o) and (t, o) are measurable i both variables,
(A1) (t, o) is ’,-measurable /or fixed t,
(A.) i(t, o)]2dt < c almost everywhere, 3

(A) o]T(t, o)]dt < co almost everywhere.
Here and everywhere in the following, by the measurability of a matrix or
vector with respect to some a-algebra will be understood the measurability of
all its components. Conditions A1 and A. will often be used, applied not to the
matrix, but to the vector without specifically stating so.

For all ’-measurable functions (o), we shall denote by E (o) its mathe-
matical expectation, i.e. ]7(o)P(do), and by E(o)/,] the conditional
mathematical expectation of 7(co) in the measure P with respect to the
a-algebra -s. We shall repeatedlymake use of the fact that for some restrictions,

E 1 =0,

E If[(u, o)d(u, o)/’1 O.

" Here and in all that follows, the condition x(0, co) is assumed independent of (t, co),
0<t_l.

3 By the norm Iq(t, co) of the matrix qO(t, co) we shallunderstand %/ijqOii(t, co)’ and by the
norm of the vector

(x, o) {(x, o/,..., (, o/} Y(, o1.
1
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A sufficient condition for this is the finiteness of the integral (see

We shall also need Fatou’s lemma:
Let (o) be a sequence of non-negative integrable functions such that

In(o)P(do)) < K < o, then liminfon(o) is integrable and

lim inf n@)P(do) G lim inf

Let us denote by W2v(x) the function of a real variable x such that

1,
W2v(x)

0, [xl >N.

2. Fundamental Theorem 1

Let { (t, o), P, ’} be a Wiener process in Rn, x, {x(t, oo), P} an Ito
process with respect to , corre@onding to the matrix q(t, o) and the vector
(t, o)), /or which conditions (A0)--(Aa) are satis/ied.

Let 9(t, o) {l(t, co),..., 9(t, o)} be a vector/or which (A0), (A1), (A.)
are satis/ied. Let us set (2.1)

(2.1)

where

i)(do)) exp

(2.3)

We assume that

(2.4) P(t9)-- 1.

Then { (t, co), P, ,} is a Wiener process, and {x(t, o), P} is an Ito
process 5 with respect to corresponding to the matrix 09(t, oo) and the vector

(t, o) (t, m)+#(t, m)(t, m).

PROOF. First we shall show that N is a Wiener process. For this we verify
the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) for (t, ) with respect to the same system ,
but by the new measure P (do). We shall need a formula for change of variable
in Ito’s stochastic integral.

a 9 {91,..., 9n} plays the role of a vector, therefore it is more suitable to use the more

complicated expression (2.2) though it would be easier to write I qi (u’ )di(u’ o).
In the following, in order to avoid confusion, the mathematical expectation with respect

to the measure (do) will be denoted by I(.).
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Let x be an Ito process with respect to corresponding to the matrix q(t, o)
and the vector (t, o)) satisfying (A0)--A3).

Let /(xl,"" ", xn)= ](x) be a twice continuously differentiable function
in R. Then

l(x(t, o))-l(x(s, o)) 1;,(, (u, o))q(u, o)d(u, o)
(.5)

+ l;,((u, o,)),(u, o,)u+ 1;;,((,, o,)),,.(u, o,).(,,,

A proof of this assertion is contained in a work by K. Ito []. In particular, for

f(x) exp x we obtain, by substituting (9) for x,

q(u, )d(u, o) exp(2.’) exp ,(o)] 1+, o

From (2.8’) we may immediately deduce the following important result.

Lemma 1. I[, under the conditions o] Theorem 1, 0 < cl <= ]q(t, o)1 <= c
]or almost all (t, co), then exp[(o)] is integrable and ]or > 1

(2.6 exp I(-) (t--s)c] ___< E exp :() exp [(--)’2
(t--s)c.

PROOF. From formula (2.5’) we have

exp [,(o) 1--e (u, co)d exp [e(9)d(, o)
(./

+ (’-/f.; )
2

( qgi(u, o) exp [2()du.

Let us denote

vu(u, ) Wu( sup
s_v<u

It is evident that

exp Ez’ ()) exp ’().

exp E’(9)] lim z(t, co),
N.-. oo

2v(t, o) __< 1+ 9’(u, o)O2v(u, co)d(u, o)

(2.9)
(.- ) f, X ’(u, ).n(u, o)du.

2 i=1

Since the function under the integral sign in the stochastic integral is
bounded and therefore satisfies (1.4),

E[v(t, o) <= + c,Ev(U, o)u.

From this inequality we get in the usual way that

E[rlzc(t, o))] < exp
F
t. 2
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Proceeding to the limit in N, we obtain, in view of Fatou’s lemma, the right
estimate in (2.6). The lower estimate may easily be obtained from (2.7),
if we notice that the results proved imply that the mathematical expectation of
the stochastic integral is equal to 0, i.e. (1.5) is satisfied by the function under
the integral sign.

Lemma 2. I q)t, o)) satisfies (A0)--(A.), then

(2.10) E exp [t()]] _<_ 1,

Furthermore, we have almost everpwhere

(2.11) E [exp [t()]/o] 1,

and /or each :,-measurable, non-negative /unction (r9)

(2.12) [(o9)] < E[(w)exp [$()]].
I/ (2.4) is satisfied, then equality holds in (2.10)--(2.12), and (w) may be

considered as an arbitrary [unction /or which [((o)] exists.

PROOF. For a bounded vector glt, o), (2.10) follows from (2.6) with 1.

Any vector 9(t, o)) satisfying conditions (A0)-- (A.) may be approximated by
a sequence of bounded vectors 92v[t, (o). satisfying (A0)-- (A2) such that almost
everywhere

’lqo2v(t, o)--99(t, o)12dt ---> 0.

From the properties of stochastic integrals it is well-known that for this
condition

almost everywhere. In view of the obvious convergence

almost everywhere, we see that

exp ,@)] lim exp

almost everywhere; from which (2.10) follows from Fatou’s lemma.
Let us denote now by An the set on which

E [exp(t,@))/’, > 1+1/n, A,, 8;

we consider instead of 9(t, co) the function )(An)qft, o), where )(An) is the
characteristic function of the set An. We clearly have the equality

exp [t,(g(A)0) z(A)exp

Integrating both parts over 9 and making use of (2.10) we get

f,1 __> E[exp + exp P(dw).
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By virtue of the properties of conditional mathematical expectation, the right-
hand side is equal to

P(D--A) + Eexp ’(q))/oP(do)) > / --P(A,).

From this it follows that P(An) 0 for all , which proves (2.11) with
For the proof of (.1) we apply the formula

which olds in view of the existence of the left-hand side. Taking out the
measurable function (o)exp() from the conditional mathematical
expectation sign and applying (.11), we get the assertion of (2.12).

If (.4) is satisfied, then we have

Exp ()Exp ’,()/.
Let us denote by B the set on which

E[exp ()/,] 1 1 In.
In view of (2.11) we have

(2.13) 1 G[ exp ()P(dm)+ (1--)[ exp (9)P(dm).

But since exp ()> 0 almost everywhere and

aexp
()P(dm) 1

in view of (2.10), then from (2.13) it follows that P(B) 0 for all n, and we get
equality in (2.11). Equality in (2.12) also follows easily from these results.

Lemma 3. Let ’ and " be a-algebras such that ’ C" C and let
() be an "-measurable ]unction such that

() ()(), () > 0, () > 0,

where () is ’-measurable and

(.) EI()/’ .
Let us set P’ (do) x(m)P (do). Then ]or an "-measurable ( /or which

E’[() exists, the relation

(2.) E’[n()/’ E(o)n()/’
is satis]ied.

PRooF. In view of the properties of conditional mathematical expectation,

(.) E’[(o)n() E’X(o)E’[n(o)/’?

6 E’[.] will denote the mathematical expectation with respect to the measure P’(dco).
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holds for arbitrary bounded and o’-measurable functions (co). From the defi-
nition of P’ (do) it follows that

(2.17) ’ E(o,) (o,)]-- E(o,) (o,(o,).(o)]--[(o,)(o)E(o)()/’]].
In view of (2.14) tke last member may be written in tile form

(2.18) E[(co)(co)2(co)E[r/(co),(co)/’]] E’[,(co)E[r/(co)2(co)/’]].
If we let (co) be the characteristic function of the set A C o, we get from
(2.16), (2.17)and (2.18)that

which proves equation (2.15) since the function under the integral sign is ’-
measurable.

Corollary. Let us set

x (co) exp @), x (co) exp o" @), . (co) exp

From (2.11) and Lemma 3 it ]ollows that/or arbitrary ,-measurable Junctions
(co) ]or which [(co)] exists, the relation

(2.15’) EEr/(co)l] EEl(o,) exp

is satisiied.
In order to show that (1.1) and (1.2) are fulfilled for @, it will be necessary

lo apply (2.5) and (2.15’) to the functions

,(t, )-,(s,
and

(i(t, co)--g’(s, co))(-’(t, co)--5(s, co)).

However, first it will be necessary to show the existence of the mathematical

expectation of these functions with respect to the measure P(dco).

Lemma 4. Let g(t, co) be defined by ]ormula (2.3). Then

(2.19) EEl(t, co)] < nt.

PRoof. By definition

[i(t, O)2 [(i(t,)--f]’(s,)ds) exp @)2
E *(t, m)-- *(s, m)ds exp (9) exp ()

Applying now to the first two factors the formulas (2.5) and (2.5’), we get
(omitting the parameter for brevity)"
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( )
14- (s)c3 exp )(cf)d(s)

For the stochastic integrals the relations (4])

(2.21)

hold. With the help of (2.21) and (2.22) we transform (2.20) to the following
form:

Now we notice that in view of (2.5’), the second and seventh term of the
sum (2.23) differ from the fourth only in sign. After cancelling and rearranging
terms we finally obtain

(2.24)

If now we assume that [(u)[ is bounded, then (1.5) will be satisfied for
the functions under the stochastic integral sign, and consequently so also will
(1.4). Taking into account (2.11), we obtain

In the more general case we must consider a sequence of bounded gz(t, o)
such as in the proof of Lemma 2. The inequality follows, as there, from Fatou’s
lemma.

Lemma 5. Let Iz exp 0()P(do)= 1 and let q2(t, o) be a sequence o/
bounded/unctions,/or which (qr) --+ *=@) in the measure P(&o). Then

lexp ’*.((p2v)--exp ’.((p)IP(do) ---> 0 as N --> ae.
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PROOF. It follows from Lemma 2 that

’,(*) f ’,(*)exp P (do) exp P (do) 1

Let us denote by 22, the set

,() }
According to the conditions we have P(9,e) > 1--6N(e), where N(e) 0 as
N . In view of the integrability of exp (), we have

if only 2(e) is less than some . Here

exp ’*(q2v)P(dco) >= 1--2e,
N, 8

Finally

xp :()P(o) =< .

In view of the fact that for N -+ oo we may choose e as small as we desire, this
inequality proves the lemma.

Let us proceed now to tile proof of the relations (1.1) and (1.2) for .
In view of (2.15’) we may write the relation (1.1) as

E[(’(t, o)--’(s, o)) exp (0)/-,] 0.

In the case of a bounded (t, o) we may make use of (1.1) for , and also the
formulas (2.5’), (1.4), (2.21) and (2.22), to obtain the following relations
(omitting o for brevity)"

+E 9 (u) exp

E ,,(u) xp ()u/ +E ,(u)xp ()u/ o,

since, in view of the assumption of the boundedness of T, the conditional mathe-
matical expectations of all the stochastic integrals appearing in the transforma-
tions are equal to zero, and in view of (2.11) the last summands differ only in
sign.

Let us consider (t, ) which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Let
9(t, ) be a sequence of bounded vectors satisfying (A0), (A) and (A) and
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such that

f q2v t, co q t, oo dt -+ 0

almost everywhere. As mentioned above (see the proof of Lemma 2) this
guarantees the convergence of (z) to (9), and in view of Lemmas 2 and ,

It is easy to see that here

as N . However, the legality of the transition to the limit in (2.26) requires
justification.

We remark tat if/(m) /(m) almost everywhere, then

E []()/ lim E[L()/

almost everywhere, when [/,()] < g(o), so that Eg()] < (see [2, 8,
Chapter 1) or if E]()] exists an4 E]/.(o)-/()I- 0, then

in the measure P (d), and consequently, some subsequence [,() converges
almost everywhere.

And so, let (2.26) be satisfied for (t). Let us consider

W,(t) W( sup [(t)l)#(t).

By virtue of well-known properties of martingales, (2.26) is still valid if

we replace ,(t) by ,(t)’*

But since ,(t) are bounded and for the conditions of Lemma are

satisfied, we may proceed to the limit in (2.27) as N and obtain

Actually, from the equation

for any in , it ollows that

I111<1 13

for any s-measurable g(); here e(n) 0 as n . If we did not have convergence in measure,
then for some sequence of sets Q we would have P(Qe) e > 0 and

on . Letting

we get llgkll e (n)> 6e for all n, which is impossible.
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(2.28) E[(7(t)--7(s)) exp Ct,(q))/’,] 0,

where 7(t) W(sUpo_<_,l’(s)l)’(s). Now we note that

](t)--(s) exp

is majorized by the function

El*(t)l+ [*(s) I] exp

and we proceed to the limit in n, which completes the proof of (2.26) in the
general case.

The verification that (t) satisfies relation (1.2) is carried through analo-
gously. Here we must repeat the above mentioned reasoning, replacing
5(t)--g(s) by g(t)5(t)--g(s)5(s), which gives te desired result since

[(’ (t)--’ (s))( (t)-- (s))/,] (t)’(t)+’(s) (s)
--g’ (t) (s)-- (t)g’ (s)/] [g’ (t) (t)_h (s) (s)/],

because, by what was proved above,

With the aid of (2.1’), (2.), (.21) and (2.22) we may easily obtain in the case
of bounded that

after which, in the same way as above, we proceed to the limit.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must deduce the equations for X.

Lemma 6. Let S= ((t, m), P, ,) and ((t, m), ,) be the
Wiener processes o/Theorem 1 and let the matri O(t, m) satis/g (A0), (A), (A).
Then both the stochastic integrals

O(s, o) O(s,
o o

eist and moreover

(2.29) O(s, m)d(s, ) O(s, m)d(s, )+ O(s, m)(s, m)ds.
o

Poor. The existence of both integrals follows from the fact that (A2)
is a property which is satisfied almost everywhere for one of the measures

P or as soon as it is satisfied for the other, and (A0) and (A1) are properties
of measurability, independent of the measure. As far as (2.29) is concerned, it
is evident for matrices O(t, ) which are step functions in t. For any matrices
satisfying the conditions of the lemma we can construct a sequence of stepped
matrices O,(t, o) such that

f[ lo.(t, o)l  t 0

almost everywhere in both the measures P and P. In view of the properties of
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stochastic integrals already mentioned (see the proof of Lemma 2) we may pass
to the limit in both of the stochastic integrals; as far as tile ordinary integral is
concerned, the transition to tile limit is evident since

x [(s, o)lds 0

almost everywhere.
Having applied Lemma 6 to the stochastic integrals in equation (1.3), we

have completed the proof of Theorem 1.

REMARK. An analysis of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that a non-trivial
restriction on (s, ) is the requirement (2.), since all others guarantee the
existence of the density exp (9). There arises the question" In what cases is
(2.) satisfied and in what cases, not? From Lemma 1 it follows that this is so
for bounded a previously known fact 8. A very important weakening would
be the replacement of this condition by the condition [[dt < , which
is important in applications. Below in 3, it shall be shown that (.) is satisfied
for an important practical case.

3.

In this section we shall consider a special case of an Ito process, which we
shall call a process of diffusion type. Let us denote by C the space of all
continuous functions x(t) on [0, 1 with values in R,, x(t) {x(t), ., x(t)),
by U the -algebra of subsets of C generated by the sets of the form s

{x (.), x (t) /’), where/’is a Borel set of Rn by Us the sub-algebra of U generated
by the sets {x(.), x(s) P), s <_ t. By U and Us measurability of the matrix

II  (t,
or the vector

A (t, (.) {Al(t, x(.) ), ., An(t,
we shall understand U and U,-measurability of the functionals B(t, z(.)) and
A’(t,(.)).

Each Ito process may be considered as a mapping 2 -- Cn given by the
function (’)o (z(t, o), 0 ____t =< 1). This mapping is (-, U)measurable and
therefore induces a probability distribution # in C. A simple reasoning shows
that the measure #; constructed for the process 7 of Theorem 1 is absolutely
continuous with respect to the measure

Let X {z(t, o), P) be an Ito process with respect to
corresponding to the matrix #(t, o) and the vector kg(t, o). We shall call it a

process of diffusion type i there exists a U,-measurable matrix e(t, (.))
and vector A (t, z (.)) such that

#(t, o) B(t, (.)), (t, o) A (t, (.))
with probability 1. In this case equation (1.3) may be written in the form

s By (.) we shall denote the points {x(t), 0

___ _
1} of Cn.
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(t, o,) (o, o)+ B(, (.)o)d(s, o,)+ A(s, ,(.)o)ds.

We shall call B(t, x (.)) a diffusion matrix and A (t, x (.)) a vector of transfer.
Equations of such type were exhaustively investigated by I. I. Gikhman [5
and K. Ito [3, (see also [2]) the latter uses

B(t, x(’)o) B(t, x(t, o)), A (t, x(’),) A (t, x(t, o9)).
We shall say that equation (3.1) has a unique solution if for a given initial

distribution and for any choice of a Wiener process the solutions x(t, o) of
equation (3.1) generate a unique measure/, in C, independently of the choice
of .

Lemma 7. Let X (x(t, o9), P} be a process o[ diffusion type, connected
with a Wiener process -- {(t, o9), P, ,t} by equation (3.1), with respect to
which we assume that it has a unique solution. Let Y-- {y(t, o9), P} be an Ito
process with respect to corresponding to the matrix

and the vector
(t, o) B(t, v(’)o)

(t, o9) A(t, Y(.)o)+B(t, Y(.)o)q(t, o9),

where the vector (t, o) has the properties (A0)--(A,.) and/or each s > 0 there
exist N(e) < oo and a monotone system o/ open sets C2v(t), C2v(t)e Ut, C2v(t)
C C2v(S), > s, such that:

)
)
c)
d)

then we can find a between s and t such that

x(.) c(), < , (.) c().

exp P (dog)(:(-) 1.

Ploo. We introduce a new function 2v(t, o) by setting

t 9(t’ o9)’ o9 e D(t),
(t,

O, Q--D(t)

and we consider the process Y {y(t, ), P}

(.
(, (o,+ e(s, (.)(s,+ (s, (.)

+ e(s, (.)(s, ls.

We note that

{o Y2v(’)o e C2v(t)} {o y(.)o e C2v(t)} --.D2v(t).
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Incleecl, if y(t, o)e C2v(t), then y2v(s, o)= y(s, o), Ior all s t; if y(.) C(t),
then either y(0, w) y(0, ) C(0) or y(0, w) e C(0), and then in view
of d) we may find such that

y(.) e C(s), s < , y(.) c(),

but in view of the construction of y(t, ) we have

y(s, ) y(s, ), s < ,
and consequently, y(.)o 6 C(v) and so not in C(t).

Now we consider the process {y(t, m), P}, where P(do)
exp (--)P(d). According to Theorem 1 it satisfies the equation

y(t, ) y(O, )+ B(s, y(.))dg(s, )+ A(s, y(.))ds,

where

2v(t, o) (t, o)-- q)2v(S, o)ds.

Comparing y2v(t, o) with the (unique) solution of the equation

z(t, ) z(O, )+ B(s, z(.)o)d$(s, )+ A(s, z(.)o)ds,

we see that on D(1)
y(.)o y(.)o z(.)o.

Analogously to the preceding, we get that

{m" z(.) e C(1)} D(1).

Now we make use of property b)

{(.) c()} {w(’) c()}

=_ exp (9)P(dm) =_ exp :()P(dm) >
N(1) @NIl)

Since this is true or a11 e,

NJDN(1)

which proves the lemmi.

RAaK. An example o vector sltislying the conditions o the lemmu is i
vector o the orm

(, ) I(, z(.)),
were/(, =(.)) is a U-measurabe vector suc tat I/(,=(’))I < lo(Ix(’)I),
/o(S), 0 s , being i non-decreasing unction.

We note now that or processes o diffusion tyge with such (t, w) we may
write C() in the ollowing lotto"
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where

o(q)) P(t, x(.)o)dx(t, o)+ P(t, x(.)o,)A(t, x(’)o,)dt

2 [P(t, x(’)o,)B(t, x(’)o)dt,
2

P(t, x(.)o)B(t, x(’)o) fi(t,
if this system is solvable for almost all (t, o). Finally, 0(0) Z(x(’)o,), where
Z(x (.)) is a U-measurable function on Cn. Making use of this, it is not difficult
to show that, for the densities # or tt in Cn, the formula

d exp[Z (x (.)) ]

holds.
From Theorem 1, Lemma 6, and the remarks to it follows

Theorem 2. Let X {x(t, o), P} be a process o] di//usion type with
respect to the Wiener process { (t, o ), P, :rt} with di//usion matrix B t, x (.))
and trans/er vector A(t, x(.))+B(t, x(.))[(t, x(.)).

Let equation (3.1) have a unique solution and let also

l/(t, x(.))l </0 (sup ]x(.)l),
where ]o(S) is a non-decreasing/unction o/a real variable. Then

f {x(t, co), },
whe"

P() xp [Z(x(.))P(o),
is a process o/di/]usion type with respect to the Wiener process

{ (t, w), P, -t}
wt t ., dq/uo. ,trz ,, t,.,,#r vtor A (t. x(.) ). wr

(t, co) (t, co)-- l(s, x(.)o)ds.

Here the measure # in C, generated by the process tiC, is absolutely continuous
with respect to the measure #, generated by the process X with density

d# xp[Z(x(.))].

For the proof it is sufficient to notice that the conditions of the lemma
will be satisfied if we set

c2v(t)--- (x(.) "suplx(s)l < N’},
where N’ is chosen so that ]o(N’)< N.

9 I-tere we assume of course that the diffusion matrix and the transfer vector satisfy conditions

(o) -(h.).
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.Everything else follows easily from Theorem 1 and from the remarks to
Lemma 6.

This result is known when X turns out to be a Wiener process 7; in the
general case these questions were considered in 6, but with complicated restric-
tions. In an unpublished work of Skorokhod, analogous results were obtained
for processes with independent increments.

A fundamental role in the proofs of this section is played by the assump-
tion of the uniqueness of the solution to equation (3.1). It is easily shown if
B(t, x (.)) and A (t, x (.)) satisfy a Lipschitz condition in x (.) uniformly in t
(the proof is perfectly analogous to the proof of K. Ito and I. I. Gikhman). In
the case of the diffusion Markov processes considered by K. Ito, this condition
may be somewhat weakened. For processes homogeneous with respect to time
(B (t, x (.)) and A (t, x (.) being independent of t) it is sufficient to require that
the coefficients be HSlder continuous, the B non-degenerate and the in-
equality

X B(x)2+A’(x) < c(l+[x[)2

satisfied.
A presentation of these questions and also some of the properties of proces-

ses of diffusion type will be given in a later article by the author.
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ON TRANSFORMING A CERTAIN CLASS OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES BY
ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SUBSTITUTION OF MEASURES

I. V. OIRSANOV (MOSCOW)

(Summary)

Let X{x(t, o), P) be a stochastic process in n-dimensionalEuclidean space R having continu-
ous trajectories, which satisfy the stochastic equation"

xi(t, 09) xi(o, 09)+ OZ(S, og)di(s, 09)+ [li(s, o)ds, 0

_
1.
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I-Iere p p(do) is a measure in the spaceQ of elementary events, f q)jidJ is considered to be

the stochastic integral of K. Ito with respect to the Wiener process . The process is called a Wiener
process if it satisfies conditions (1.1) and (1.2) of this paper. Process X is called an K. Ito process
(with respect to the Wiener process ) corresponding to the diffusion matrix q)(t, o)
and to the translation vector (t, )= {i(t,)}.

I is proved with certain restrictions imposed on the vector 9(t, ) {gi(t, )} that the

process {x(t, ), #}, where

t] ()(d) exp f2 9i(t, )idi(t, )--f (gi(t, ) P

is also a K. Ito process (having a matrix #(t, w) and a translation vector (t,
+(t, ) 9(t, )), with respect to the Wiener process:

) *(’a) f0 9(s,)ds.
This is proved by deriving several relationships for conditional assembly averages with respect

to the measure P making use of transformation formulas for stochastic integrals.
From the results obtained it follows, in particular, that the measures are absolutely con-

tinuous in the space of trajectories for diffusive Markov processes determined by the stochastic

equations of K. Ito [a] if they have identical diffusion matrices and different translation matrices.
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